The partner of choice

Sustainability Services

Regardless of the
size, location or
specifications of
a project, we turn
global social and
environmental
challenges
into business
opportunities for
our clients.
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Sustainability Services

Driving growth and increasing
business performance through
sustainable solutions.
As an early pioneer in integrating sustainability in the real estate
business, we have built our reputation based on our solid experience
in applying state-of-the-art solutions to real estate assets and, we are
highly recognised by our partners and clients.
With a holistic and integrated approach, our sustainability services
cover the whole lifecycle of the building, offering a comprehensive
range of solutions, from assessing and mitigating risks to designing
and implementing the best strategy according to your needs.
Our experts actively identify new trends, emerging challenges and
technical advancements, which are translated into opportunities to
ensure our clients have the best solutions delivered on time, within
budget and aligned with their Environmental, Social and Governance
(ESG) agenda.
We provide bespoke solutions and fresh insights that drive the
performance results of our client’s projects and operating assets,
improving business competitiveness and results.
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Sustainability Services

Why are we your
partner of choice?
We offer a holistic approach
to risk management and
resilience helping clients
to prioritise options
and protect building
vulnerabilities.
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We work in diverse geographic areas
and boast a world-wide network of
expertise, always working closely
with our clients to solve complex
sustainability challenges by offering
pragmatic solutions to every project
according to their ESG agenda.

Sustainability Services

In brief, our multidisciplinary
team enables clients to reach
their sustainability goals,
reducing the impact of their
activities and future-proofing
their operating assets, as well
as revealing their true
sustainable value.
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Sustainability Services

Our History
Launch of Personæ,
a Safety and Health
Programme, which aimed
to create a zero accident
and safety culture across
all our operations and
locations.

The Environmental
Management System
(EMS) was launched,
based on ISO 14001
standards and was
applied to all countries
where we operated.

1999

Launch of the Safety and
Health Policy.

Our Safety and Health
Management System was
certified according to
OHSAS 18001. We were
the first company in our
industry in Europe to
attain such certification.

2004

2008

1998

2002

2005

2009

Approval of the
Environmental
Policy.

Environmental Standards
for Retail Developments
(ESRD), Sonae Sierra’s
own environmental design
standards, established for
our new centres and major
refurbishments.

The first Corporate
Responsibility Report was
published according to
Global Reporting Initiative
standards.

LeiriaShopping was the
first shopping centre in
Europe to be certified
according to the OHSAS
18001 standard for the
construction stage.
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Our corporate
Environment
Management System was
certified externally by ISO
14001, this certification
was an industry first and
covered all our business
activities.

Became a founding
member of the
Greenprint Foundation, a
global industry initiative
supported by key players
in the property sector
who wish to reduce the
carbon footprint of their
portfolios.

Sustainability Services

Our property funds
ranked as the most
sustainable in Europe
and third worldwide
by the Global Real
Estate Sustainability
Benchmark (GRESB).

We became one
of the first companies
to apply the International
Integrated Reporting
Council’s (IIRC)
Integrated Reporting
Framework
to our reporting.

ParkLake was awarded
with BREEAM ‘Excellent’
for Design.

Launch of a Sustainability
Policy which replaces
the former Corporate
Responsibility Policy.

2011

2013

2016

2019

2012

2015

2018

2020

Revision of our
sustainability strategy,
which was largely
based on previous
commitments. It enabled
us to streamline our
focus on actions that
could create long-term
shareholder value by
solving some of society’s
key challenges.

Sonae Sierra joined the
1,300 companies around
the world that signed the
‘Paris Pledge for Action’
in support of the goals
established by the COP21
Paris Agreement.

We launched a portfolio
of sustainability services
to complete the
Company’s offer of real
estate services.

We’ve signed the
“Uniting Business
and Governments
to Recover Better”
statement as part of
the Science Based
Targets initiative and
our business ambition
for 1.5°C campaign.
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Our Services

Our sustainability offer spans
over different dimensions:
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ENERGY

RESOURCES
& MATERIALS

EMISSIONS

MOBILITY

WELL-BEING,
HEALTH AND
SAFETY

COMMUNITY AND
HUMAN RESOURCES

Our Services

Across the entire building
lifecycle:

DESIGN
AND BUILDING
PHASE

OPERATING PHASE

RENOVATION,
REFURBISHMENT AND
REUSE PHASE

According to your ambition

BUSINESS
COMPLIANCE

COST OPTIMISATION

SUSTAINABILITY
FORESIGHT
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Our Services

Our Sustainability Services
Business Compliance

Cost Optimisation

If your ambition is to achieve compliance and you are looking effective
risk management practices to prioritise your options and protect
vulnerabilities, we can help you with the following:

If your ambition is to optimise costs in order to drive investment, we can
help you with the following:

• Sustainability regulatory assessment

• Sustainable development management

Support with licensing in development projects

Sustainable building design

Assess safety, health and environmental legal compliance at the
local, national and international level

Safety, health and environment management system
during construction works

• Sustainability risk assessment

• Resource optimisation

Develop socioeconomic impact studies

Benchmark energy and water consumption

Undertake due diligence to assess safety, health and environmental
gaps to evaluate risks and opportunities

Devise energy and water efficiency programmes

Carry out a risk assessment and draw up a mitigation plan for the
following areas: climate change and its financial and technological
implications fire and safety, health and environmental risks
Develop environmental impact studies

Design and Building phase
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Operating phase

Both phases

Design and implement management systems to address
operational control
Develop a waste management plan

Our Services

Our Sustainability Services
Sustainability foresight
If you are looking for the best pathway and bespoke tools to unleash your
true sustainable value in real estate assets, uncover sustainable opportunities,
improve competitiveness and increase revenue over time, we can help you
with the following:

• Building certification strategy

• ESG strategy
Pinpoint environmental and social challenges and opportunities
specifically related to your business strategy through a materiality
assessment

Achieve Green Building Certifications such as BREEAM and LEED

Carry out stakeholder mapping and assessment and draw up an
engagement strategy

Achieve Safety, Health and Environment Management System
certifications such as OHSAS 18001 and ISO 14001

Develop an ESG strategy for your asset, or portfolio of assets, to
leverage your business strategy

Achieve Healthy Building Certifications such as WELL

• Portfolio Benchmark & Reporting
Carry out external benchmarks, including GRESB Assessment

• Climate change strategy

Assess and improve ESG reporting
Develop a climate change strategy towards the implementation of
a net zero energy building
Assess the carbon footprint
Develop a carbon footprint optimisation plan

Design and Building phase

Operating phase

Both phases
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Our Services

ParkLake
Bucharest, Romania
GLA 69,231 m2
230 Shops
11
Opening date 2016

Our Credentials

The Challenge
In the Romanian retail property market, building standards regarding
environmental and safety preventive design are not yet as stringent as
in other European countries, and to date very few retail buildings have
obtained sustainability related certifications.

How Sonae Sierra helped
ParkLake is recognised for having the highest sustainable building
design standards in place and for the application of the safety, health
and environment management system during construction works.

Client benefits
This allowed the shopping centre to save costs by more than €322,000
and receive both the ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 certifications, in
addition to being awarded the BREEAM environmental performance rate
of ‘Excellent’.
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Le Terrazze
La Spezia, Italy
GLA 38,483 m2
102 Shops
Opening date 2012

Our Credentials

The Challenge
The lighting system of a shopping centre has a major impact on its total
energy consumption (representing around 20%).

How Sonae Sierra helped
Optimisation of the lighting based on a fully configurable lighting
control system. We used a methodology to define the lighting service
levels, to document and implement the needs and to keep the lighting
settings in position throughout the operation.

Client benefits
The lighting system of Le Terrazze was optimised and, with no
additional hardware investment, the estimated yearly energy
savings could reach up to €12,000. Following the application of our
methodology, the managing team now has the capacity to predict
consumption, thus allowing extra savings.
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Our Credentials

Parque D. Pedro
São Paulo, Brazil
GLA 127,348 m2
395 Shops
Opening date 2002

Our Credentials

The Challenge
Parque D. Pedro was built with a wastewater treatment station that
produced wastewater for reuse, but only a portion of the water
produced was used by the centre. To increase its capacity, investment
and new treatment processes were needed.

How Sonae Sierra helped
We changed and redesigned the shopping centre’s water matrix that
allowed any excess reused water produced to be used in the HVAC
system. In addition, an automation system was introduced to control
the water quality for the HVAC system.

Client benefits
The shopping centre stopped buying 25,000 m3 of water and increased
the reused water by 32%, with cost savings of more than €51,000 per year.
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Our Credentials

CascaiShopping
Lisbon, Portugal
GLA 73,801 m2
197 Shops
Opening date 1991

Our Credentials

The Challenge
CascaiShopping opened in 1991, a time when lower sustainable building
design requirements were prevalent. Receiving more than 12 million visits,
CascaiShopping generates around 1,700 tonnes of waste every year,
meaning that effective waste management is critical for the shopping
centre’s operation.

How Sonae Sierra helped
In 2013, with a major expansion and refurbishment underway, there was
the opportunity to implement some changes. We were able to reorganise
the waste segregation area, install new balers and design a new waste
separation work area following our safety, health and environment design
standards.

Client benefits
With a total investment of €49,000, payed back in less than 2 years, waste
management costs were reduced by 35%, saving more than €25,000
per year. Furthermore, with the reduction of around 80 trips to transport
waste, 2.5 tonnes of CO2 were avoided.
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Our Credentials

Great minds
think sustainably.
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Our Credentials

GaiaShopping
Porto, Portugal
GLA 59,593 m2
145 Shops
Opening date 1995

Our Credentials

Plaza Mayor
Malaga, Spain
GLA 44,471 m2
130 Shops
Opening date 2002

Our Credentials

NorteShopping
Porto, Portugal
GLA 69,921 m2
247 Shops
Opening date 1998

We would love
to hear from you
Elsa Monteiro
Head of Sustainability
emonteiro@sonaesierra.com
Daniel Santos
Sustainability Business Development
dacsantos@sonaesierra.com
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